UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI\r

MEETING #2, September 27, 2014, Saturday
Honolulu Community College, Bldg 2 – Room 214***

AGE\r

Desired Outcomes:  
* **Understanding** of issue/problem statements offered by members;
* **Agreement** on prioritized problem statements;
* **List** of alternative approaches to address prioritized problem statements;
* **Names** of volunteers for follow up action steps

9:00am – 9:10am OPENING (Sara)  
+ Sign-in; Breakfast  
+ Introduction of new individuals & guests  
+ Feedback on Group Notes 08-30-14

9:10am – 9:30am PRESENTATION on MEN’S MARCH AGAINST VIOLENCE  
Jerry Rauckhorst, Catholic Charities Hawaii

9:30am – 10:00am CAMPUS SUPPORT GIVING (by campus SGs); process – large group share  
**CAVEAT** less about announcing events, more about what take-aways you’d like others and yourself to gain  
+ A success or highlight so that others may learn from your experience  
+ A challenge or concern that you’d like to receive feedback on or receive support on appropriate responses

10:00am – 11:30am ACTION AGENDA: Problem Prioritization & Refinement (Jan)

11:30am – 12:30pm STUDENT EMPOWERMENT IN CAMPUS DEC-MAKING (UH Manoa)  
+ Resolution Review & Adoption (process – discuss & agree)  
+ Problem Analysis – what’s currently in policy? In practice?  
+ Follow Up Steps

12:30pm – 1:15pm LUNCH

1:15pm – 2:45pm ACTION AGENDA: Solution Alternatives & Planning (Jan)

2:30pm - 3:30pm ACTION PLANNING (Sara)  
+ Concerns or Challenges from morning  
+ Next Meeting: 10/25/14 @ Windward CC

***enter parking from Kokea Street and park in Student Lot 1